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Russia´s Leading O&G Magazine 
Your media partner of choice!

» How is ROGTEC Circulated? 
We have always kept the hardcopy distribution of ROGTEC 
in-house and as a result, we have invested heavily to ensure 
that every issue of ROGTEC Magazine reaches its intended 
target. ROGTEC utilizes a multi-tier distribution systems that 
ensures:
• Just under 10,000 copies distributed by post or direct  
 courier, on an individually named basis across the Caspian  
 and Russia. Copies reach ALL areas/provinces of Russia  
 including; Volga-Ural province, West Siberia, Mezenskaya,  
 Lena-Tunguska province, Timan-Pechora Province, Eastern  
 Siberia, Sakhalin etc.
• Bulk drop services. ROGTEC is also “bulk” dropped to  
	 the	offices	of	the	regional	majors,	drilling	contractors,	 
 service companies, industry associations and universities,  
 these are then distributed internally.
• We have also agreed with many upstream O&G  
 companies based in Moscow, to have a “rack system”  
	 in	place.	This	see	us	supply	magazine	displays	to	offices,	 
 keeping them in the receptions, canteens and communal  
 areas – allowing any individual passing access to copies.
• ROGTEC is also circulated to over 24,000 individual in  
 E-copy via private email.
• The latest and back issues are available in e-version on  
 the ROGTEC website.

»What is the content focus in ROGTEC?
ROGTEC´s content is focused 100% purely on upstream topics, 
covering exploration but mainly drilling and production.

ROGTEC	will	feature	hard	hitting	interviews,	real	time	field	and	
case studies, cutting edge technology reviews, and key in-
house roundtables in every issue.

If it isn’t Upstream, It is not ROGTEC!! 

ROGTEC is written by experts, for experts!

»Why Advertise in ROGTEC?
Launched in 2004, ROGTEC Magazine is widely 
recognized as the leading upstream O&G magazine for 
the Russian and Caspian marketplace.

We ensure each issue is packed cover to cover with 
the best possible articles, interviews, technology 
roundtables, case studies, and technology reviews etc.

Additionally, ROGTEC´s circulation is by far the most 
targeted in the Region.  

Working in partnership with the most important regional 
O&G operators,  ROGTEC guarantees our advertisers 
mass media printed awareness across all corners of 
Russia and into the Caspian. 

So if you are looking to sell upstream products and 
services into the Russia oil and gas sector - ROGTEC 
is	the	most	effective	means	of	communicating	your	
message directly to your customers and end users, 
offering	second	to	none	editorial	content	and	the	most	
targeted of distributions.

ROGTEC	is	also	the	only	regional	title	to	attend	all	major	
regional events in person, as a key media partner/
sponsor.

»Who Reads ROGTEC?
In the last 10 years, ROGTEC has built up a loyal 
readerships	of	individuals	from	the	major	regional	
operators, contractors, and equipment and service 
providers, both local and international – all within the 
upstream sector of the industry.

Our readers are two tiered, ensuring the corporate 
management as well as senior technical specialist 
involved in exploration, drilling and production receive  
a copy.

Please note that we focus our content and readership 
exclusively for the upstream sector. We do not dilute the 
readership or content by trying to cover sectors of the 
industry that have no editorial relevance to each other. 
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Russia´s Leading O&G Magazine 
Your media partner of choice!

» Digital Awareness  
–	Company	Profiles	&	On-line	Interviews
With	ROGTEC	firmly	established	as	the	region’s	leading	
printed O&G magazine, we have set up a dedicated team to 
offer	all	“hardcopy”	advertisers,	numerous	“on-line”	extras.
This allows our ROGTEC advertisers to maximize regional 
marketing	efforts,	through	both	a	printed	and	electronic	
platform.

For our advertisers additional on-line exposure can be key to 
maximizing regional awareness. With this in mind, ROGTEC’s 
advertisers	are	offered	many	additional	on-line	benefits	
including;	Company	profiles,	interviews,	case	studies,	job	
recruitment and press release publishing.

With	ROGTECmagazine.com	offering	services	such	as:	
Daily	News,	Project	Overviews,	Buyer’s	Guides	and	Events	
Calendar, the site has fast become a valuable source of 
quick to access on-line O&G news and information.

With 15,000 monthly unique visitors, ROGTECmagazine.com 
offers	excellent	online	marketing	exposure	for	all	our	clients.

» ROGTEC Newsletter & E-Magazine
ROGTEC	is	proud	to	offer	the	region´s	most	widely	read	and	
circulated weekly e-newsletter, reaching over 23,500 O&G 
professionals across Russia and Caspian but also worldwide. 

The ROGTEC weekly e-newsletter keeps our subscribers fully 
up to date with that week’s regional upstream news.

»Who Writes ROGTEC?
ROGTEC is written by a dedicated editorial team, 
headed up by Nick Lucan who boasts a lifetime of oil 
and gas knowledge and experience, with his team of 
in-house	journalist.

ROGTEC media partners with the region´s leading 
O&G authorities, such as: Rosneft, GazpromNeft, 
Lukoil, Salym Petroleum amongst others who work 
directly with us to provide articles, case studies and 
interviews. 

Our	expert	team	of	editorial	staff,	working	directly	
with the region’s leading oil companies ensure that 
only the highest editorial standards are implemented, 
producing quality content in every issue.

»What is ROGTEC´s Editorial Policy?
We have a strict editorial policy at ROGTEC Magazine.

For	the	benefit	of	both	our	readers	and	advertisers
alike, all of our content is vendor neutral and
technically educational.

By sticking to this simple principle since our inception,
we have risen and secured our position as the market
leading publication and will continue to be the leaders
in editorial standards. 

»Who are ROGTEC´s Media Partners?
ROGTEC works directly the region´s operators, 
associations, relevant government departments and 
universities to ensure the best content possible for 
ROGTEC.

We are also direct partners to the regions event 
organizers	and	we	attend	every	major	regional	exhibition	
and conference as a key media partner or sponsor.



» Circulation
One of ROGTEC´s key strengths is its highly targeted 
circulation, hitting the region´s upstream O&G sector only.
We have invested heavily in our circulation, always 
keeping it in-house and this has allowed us to build a 
highly targeted database of loyal readers to each issue of 
the magazine.

ROGTEC has a “Multi-Pronged” circulation philosophy 
that	sees	just	under	10,000	copies	circulated	individually	
by direct mail on a named basis across Russian and the 
key oil producing Caspian countries including Kazakhstan 
and	Azerbaijan.

Additionally we have a “bulk” drop system in place that 
will see boxes of ROGTEC magazines delivered to all 
the	major	offices	of	the	regions	oil	companies,	to	be	
distributed	to	staff	as	each	office	sees	fit.	Additionally,	we	
have installed numerous ROGTEC Magazine “mag-racks” 
into	canteen	areas,	reception,	coffee	area	etc.	of	the	
major	oil	companies	in	Moscow	–	this	allows	additional	
magazines	to	be	picked	up	freely	across	the	offices	of	
these companies.

 

We	also	attend	every	major	regional	exhibition	as	a	media	
sponsor/partner and distribute many thousands of “bonus”  
copies from our booths and teams walking these shows.

Finally, ROGTEC magazine is also distributed in e-version 
on the website, and is distributed electronically to an 
e-mail database of over 23,000 individuals weekly, in the 
Russian/Caspian area but also worldwide.

Getting your message in front of your clients is our speciality 
and we continue to invest into this area to ensure we hit our 
stated distribution targets with each and every copy.

ROGTEC is targeted to the upstream sector only, we do 
not dilute the magazine with topics or distribution that is 
outside this area.

No one works harder to ensure we hit the correct 
audience with each & every copy, on time, every issue!

For more details on our circulation, please contact: 
circulation@rogtecmagazine.com or Alexander Panteleev 
alexander.panteleev@rogtecmagazine.com

7392  Russia

1066  Kazakhstan  

698    Azerbaijan

411    Other CIS, incl. 
     Turkmenistan 

» Geographical Breakdown

12%  Service Companies

14%  Contractors

6%    OEM’s

4%    R&D Labs, Universities & Government Departments

64%  N.O.C.’s, Joint Ventures & Independent Producers

» Business Area Breakdown

2%    IT & Network Managers    

6%    Others (Automation / Electrical Engineers)    

6%    Owners, Chairman, CEO, General Director, President    

15%  Rig, Field & Operation Managers, Site Managers  

25%  VPs, Directors, Divisional & Department Heads  

46%  Senior Engineers (Drilling, Production, Geo-science, Geophysicists,  Completion, EOR & Reservior)  

» Occupation Breakdown

» Two Tier Approach

By having a two tier approach to the circulation, we
ensure ROGTEC is received by the senior decision
makers and corporate management, as well as the
technical	engineers	who	are	out	in	the	field	on	a
day to day basis. So whether you are targeting the
headquarters,	regional	offices	or	the	guys	in	the	field,
ROGTEC is the ideal publication for you.

Targeted Upstream Circulation
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» Editorial Content 
»Content and Editorial - Unbiased and Independent
ROGTEC´s editorial policy is very simple: Independent, 
non-biased and cutting edge content.

Our editorials teams work directly with our in-house 
journalist	and	very	closely	with	our	media	partners	
such as: Rosneft, GPN, SPD, Lukoil amongst many 
others to ensure that every article submitted for 
ROGTEC is up-to date, interesting to our readers 
and	reporting	on	actual	projects	and	events	that	are	
happening in the region.

As	a	magazine,	we	differ	from	the	majority	of	other	
titles by adopting a “Non-Advertorial” policy that 
ensures the content we publish is set by our editorial 
staff, and not by “who advertises in that particular 
issue”. This policy has seen ROGTEC build a vast and 
loyal following of readers across the regions upstream 
sector.

Each issue is action packed with corporate interviews, 
the latest case and field studies, technology reviews, 
roundtables and personalized “closure interview”.

In a highly competitive marketplace ROGTEC is the 
only regional title to exclusively focus its efforts on the 
region’s upstream sector. 

We do not dilute our content or alienate our readership 
by covering the downstream sector.

In	order	to	appeal	to	our	audience,	we	run	two	different	
types of content:

»Business Management: 
Corporate interviews, investment climate discussions and
regulatory issues which appeal to the corporate 
management.

»Technical Editorial: 
Articles focusing on how the latest technology and “know
how” is helping the upstream sector push new frontiers
and allowing operators to increase production rates and
reduce costs.

»Regional Contributors: 
ROGTEC works with media partners to ensure the best
possible information for our readers. Regular contributors
include: Rosneft, LUKoil, SPD, GazpromNeft,
TNGG, SPE Moscow, Sakhalin Energy Company,
Kazmunaigas and TengizChevroil amongst many others.

»Media partners include: 
  

To review previous articles, simply click “Past Issues” in our 
website menu at: www.rogtecmagazine.com to get a full 
understanding of our editorial quality.
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When ROGTEC last spoke to you in Issue 29 (May 2012) 

you mentioned Nabors was looking to increase its drillin
g 

fleet. W
hat progress has been made on the expansions? 

Do you have further expansion plans for Russia?

Yes, we started to work with a new client “S
lavneft-

Krasnoyarskneftegaz” in the Krasnoyarsk region.   

This new project started at th
e beginning of this year. 

For its
 implementation we performed very diffic

ult rig
 

mobilization and fast rig
 up in severe climatic conditions 

and with the critic
al conditions of the winter ro

ads. W
e 

managed to mobilize the rig in two months fro
m the start 

of firs
t shipment until th

e well spud was drille
d.

Nabors, as an international company with the largest 

land drillin
g fleet in the world, brings rigs fro

m locations 

outside Russia and fro
m our m

anufacturing facilitie
s in 

В Вашем прошлом интервью ROGTEC (выпуск 29, 

май 2012) вы упомянули, что Nabors планирует 

расширить парк бурового оборудования. Какого 

прогресса добилась ваша компания в этом вопросе? 

Вы и далее планируете расширять свой бизнес  

в России? 

Да, в начале этого года был запущен 

новый проект и мы начали сотрудничать с 

новым заказчиком, компанией “С
лавнефть-

Красноярскнефтегаз” в Красноярском крае. 

При запуске проекта мы провели очень сложную 

мобилизацию буровой установки и быстро 

осуществили монтаж в сложнейших погодных 

условиях и при критическом состоянии зимников. 

Всего два месяца прошло с момента первой 

отгрузки до забуривания скважины. 

ROGTEC

ИНТЕРВЬЮ
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Интервью ROGTEC: Денис Иванов  

Nabors D
rilling International Limited

The ROGTEC Interview: Denis Ivanov 

Nabors D
rilling International Limited
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Thomas Reed, CEO of Ruspetro and a founding 

shareholder. 

Prior to joining the Group Mr Reed was a private equity 

and M&A advisor and investor based in Moscow. Since 

1995 he has been involved in the origination, trading, 

and research of different classes of assets, such as 

equity and equity derivatives, distressed debt, and debt 

derivatives. Mr Reed was an advisor to VR Capital and 

Raven Russia and a founding shareholder of Rising 

Star Media. He has also advised and invested in several 

private companies in Russia. Mr Reed graduated 

from the University of Southern California with a BA in 

Humanities, Philosophy and Finance.

The word “unconventional” is currently a hot topic in the 

industry. With Russia holding some of the world’s largest 

unconventional resources, how strategically important 

are these reserves to your company?

Conventional oil reservoirs require good porosity and good 

permeability which result in good connectivity. In contrast, 

unconventional reservoirs don’t have either of these 

qualities and that is why we call it tight oil. 

Ruspetro operates three exploration and production 

licenses covering a total area of approximately 1,205km2 

within the central part of the Krasnoleninsk field in Khantiy-

Mansiysk region of Western Siberia. The Company 

currently has proved and probable reserves of over 1.8 

bnbbl of oil equivalent. We estimate that tight oil reserves 

amount to more than 70% of our total reserves. Moreover, in 

2013 DeGolyer and MacNaughton for the first time reported 

the 300,000 acre Bazhenov shale formation as a contingent 

resource with original oil in place of 3.53 bnbbl. 

Томас Рид, генеральный директор Ruspetro и 

учредитель.

 
До прихода в Компанию, господин Рид работал 

консультантом по частному инвестированию, 

слияниям и поглощениям, осуществлял 

инвестиционную деятельность в Москве. С 1995 

г. он занимался выпуском, трейдингом и анализом 

акций и вторичных ценных бумаг, проблемными 

долгами и долговыми деривативами. Работал 

консультантом в VR Capital и Raven Russia, являлся 

учредителем компании Rising Star Media, инвестором 

и консультантом нескольких частных российских 

компаний. Господин Рид окончил Университет 

Южной Калифорнии со степенью бакалавра в 

гуманитарных науках, философии и финансах. 

Термин «нетрадиционные углеводороды» сегодня 

горячо обсуждается в отрасли. Учитывая, что 

Россия располагает одними из крупнейших ресурсов 

нетрадиционных углеводородов, насколько 

стратегически важны такие запасы для вашей 

компании?  

Традиционные нефтяные коллекторы 

характеризуются хорошей пористостью и 

проницаемостью пород, которые приводят к высокой 

гидродинамической проводимости. Нетрадиционные 

же пласты, напротив, не обладают такими 

качествами, поэтому мы и называем такую нефть 

трудноизвлекаемой. 

Ruspetro ведет геологоразведку и разработку 

трех лицензионных участков в центральной части 

Красноленинского свода месторождений в Ханты-

ROGTEC

ИНТЕРВЬЮ
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Интервью ROGTEC:  

Томас Рид,  

Генеральный директор 

Ruspetro 

The ROGTEC Interview:  

Thomas Reed,  

CEO of Ruspetro
RUSPET

RO
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You have recently been appointed as CEO of 

Bashneft Oilfield Services, BOS – what are the 

strategic aims and objectives of the company and 

your role as the CEO?Service Assets, which was only recently owned by Bashneft, 

is a service company offering almost an entire range of 

services for the oil and gas industry including drilling, well 

construction, maintenance and repair, mechanical service, 

artificial lift, equipment manufacturing, transport and 

construction of field infrastructure. Sistema JSFC, as a new 

stockholder of this business, envisions a lot of potential for 

growth and development of this segment. We are using 

an accepted model whereby the extracting companies 

and the corresponding service businesses are developed 

more efficiently by each one operating independently. My 

priority today is to establish a professional and transparent 

business in Russia to meet the needs for our wide range of 

customers. My next challenge will be to ensure technological 

development and geographical expansion within the Russian 

market and internationally.What are the key challenges that you are facing as 

CEO and what are you looking to improve within the 

company?

The center stage asset for any services business is of 

course human resources. The major task is to change 

stereotypes and thinking approaches. Up until now, 

недавно вы вступили в должность генерального 

директора «башнефть – сервисные активы». 

каковы стратегические цели и задачи компании, 

и как вы лично видите себя в роли генерального 

директора?
Сервисные активы, еще недавно принадлежавшие 

Башнефти представляют собой компании практически 

полного спектра услуг для нефтяной и газовой 

индустрии – это и бурение и строительство скважин, 

их обслуживания и ремонта, механосервиса, 

механизированной добычи, нефтяного машиностроения, 

транспорта и строительства нефтепромысловой 

инфраструктуры. АФК Система, как новый акционер 

этого бизнеса видит высокий потенциал роста и 

развития данного сегмента. Здесь мы движемся по 

модели, воспринятой большей частью индустрии, где и 

добывающие компании и бизнес, их обслуживающий, 

развиваются более эффективно двигаясь независимо 

друг от друга.  Моя первоочередная задача – выстроить 

профессиональный и прозрачный бизнес российского 

масштаба, работающий на широкий круг клиентов. 

Следующей задачей будет технологическое и 

географическое развитие не ограниченное рамками 

российского рынка.
с какими трудностями вы сталкиваетесь, будучи 

генеральным директором, и как вы улучшаете 

компанию?

ROGTEC

ИНТЕРВЬЮ
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Интервью ROGTEC:  камиль Закиров,  Генеральный директор 
Башнефть - Сервисные 
Активы 

The ROGTEC Interview:  Kamil Zakirov,  CEO of Bashneft  Oilfield Services

64 ROGTEC
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Интервью ROGTEC:  

Михаил Шустер, 

руководитель проекта АСП,  

«Салым Петролеум Девелопмент» 

The ROGTEC Interview:

Mikhail Shuster, 

ASP Facilities Project Manager, 

Salym Petroleum Development 



Independent, Unbiased Content
» Editorial Focus  
The editorial policy at ROGTEC is simple: Upstream 
content which is broken down into the areas of Exploration, 
Drilling & Production. We will run articles covering:

➜	 Latest News
➜ Technology Reviews
➜ Interviews with regional executives
➜	 Project	Updates
➜ Field Case Studies
➜ Investment Developments
➜ Roundtable Discussions and much more!

Because of ROGTEC’s media partnerships with the 
leading regional authorities, we ensure quality content  
in every issue.

To review previous ROGTEC content, all back  
issues can be viewed electronically at:  
www.rogtecmagazine.com 

If you have any comments relating to ROGTEC 
Magazine´s content, please send your enquiry directly 
to our chief editor, Nick Lucan at: 
nick.lucan@themobiusgroup.com  

www.rogtecmagazine.com ROGTEC Media Guide 2015

» Roundtable Discussions  
Each issue of ROGTEC will include a technically focused 
Roundtable	discussion	covering	different	sections	of	the	
upstream oil and gas industry. 

The roundtable format enables multiple companies within 
a	particular	field	to	answer	a	series	of	questions	about	
the sector they are in. The answers are drafted into a 
“roundtable” discussion style article and will appear both in 
the printed version of ROGTEC and on-line.

In the past we covered the following discussions: Drill 
Rigs, Exploration Software, Well Stimulation, Exploration 
Hardware, Extended Reach Drilling, Drill Bits, Data Storage, 
Risk Management and Inspection and Drill Pipe.

If	you	wish	to	join	one	of	these	discussions	retrospectively	
just	get	in	touch.

2015 topics of discussion: 

➜	 March	 Drill Bits 

➜	 May  Extended Reach Drilling

➜	 September  Fracturing 

➜	 December  Offshore	Rigs

The Roundtable is a rare opportunity for advertising 
companies	to	be	able	to	take	part	and	influence	the
content of ROGTEC. By discussing issues alongside a 
range	of	major	vendors,	representing	a	cross	section	
of the industry, both domestic and international, the 
participants can explain their perspective on the industry 
to	a	complex	market.	The	Roundtables	offer	advice	and	
technical insights and show the operators how to improve 
their	field	operations.

Featuring in the printed issue of ROGTEC as well as 
online, the Roundtables are a valuable resource for 
sharing information and opinions across the region.  

To get involved in a discussion, please contact 
editorial@rogtecmagazine.com for further information.
Space is limited within the discussions, book fast to 
avoid disappointment!
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MWD
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Технология за круглым столом: MWD

Technology Roundtable: MWD

Николай Куценко  
GE Oil&Gas 
Nikolay Kutsenko
GE Oil&Gas  

Роман Доронин 
Halliburton
Roman Doronin  
Halliburton  

Виталий Чубриков  
Baker Hughes 
Vitaly Chubrikov 
Baker Hughes  

Станислав Тер-Сааков
Halliburton
Stanislav Ter-Saakov 
Halliburton  

Рик Бартон
Weatherford
Rick Barton 
Weatherford  

Очир Джамбинов
Phoenix Technology Services 
Ochir Dzhambinov  
Phoenix Technology Services   12 ROGTEC

БУРЕНИЕ

www.rogtecmagazine.com

Технология за Круглым Столом: Российские Буровые ПодрядчикиTechnology Roundtable: Russia’s Drilling Contractors

Иван Михайлович Ташланов«Башнефть-Бурение» 
Ivan M. Tashlanov 
Bashneft-Drilling  

Том О’Галлахер 
EDC 

Tom O’Gallagher 
EDC  

Докунихин Виталий БорисовичГруппа ERIELL
Vitaly B. Dokunikhin ERIELL Group  

Валентин Владимирович Коваленко«Интеллект Дриллинг Сервисиз»  Valentin V. Kovalenko Intellect Drilling Services LLC  

Денис Иванов
Nabors в России 
Denis Ivanov 
Nabors Russia  

Максим Николаевич Тамочкин  Weatherford 
Maxim N. Tamochkin Weatherford  12 ROGTEC

НЕТРАДИЦИОННЫЕ УГЛЕВОДОРОДЫ

www.rogtecmagazine.com

Технология за Круглым Столом: 

Нетрадиционная нефть
Technology Roundtable: 
Unconventional Oil

Роберт ФалксWeatherford Robert Fulks Weatherford  
Дэниел Долл ООО «Трайкан Велл Сервис» 

Daniel Doll LLC Trican Well Service   

Андрей Потапов CARBO Ceramics (Eurasia)  
Andrey Potapov CARBO Ceramics (Eurasia)  

Андрей Кравченко Baker HughesAndrey Kravchenko  Baker Hughes
Скот Эванс Halliburton

Scot Evans  Halliburton
Кевин Данн  IHS

Kevin Dunn   IHS

Written by Experts... for Experts!



Unrivaled Target Marketing - Ask the Region!

» Editorial Calender
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MARCH  RDCR & UOR Issue 

➜ Roundtable: Drill Bits

➜ Interview: Leading Corporate Interview

➜ Exploration - Russia´s Offshore Development

➜ David Bamford Reports

➜ Fracing the Unconventionals

➜ Lukoil - Drilling

➜ SPD - Increasing Brownfield Production

➜ Rosneft - Tight Oil Development

+ More

MAY  Caspian O&G and MIOGE Issue 

SEPTEMBER  KIOGE and SPE Issue DECEMBER

➜ Roundtable: Extended Reach Drilling

➜ Interview: Leading Corporate Interview

➜ David Bamford Reports

➜ SPD - Drilling Unconventionals

➜ Lukoil - Developments in Komi Republic

➜ TNGG - Exploration

➜ Socar - Maintaining Future Production

➜ Rosneft - Horizontal Drilling

+ More

➜ Roundtable: Fracturing

➜ Interview: Leading Corporate Interview

➜ Exploration - Russia´s Offshore Development

➜ David Bamford Reports

➜ Remote Communications

➜ Rosneft - Reservoir Monitoring

➜ Exploration - Exploring the Next Frontier

➜ SPD - Field Case Study

➜ Associated Petroleum Gas

+ More

➜ Roundtable: Offshore Rigs

➜ Interview: Leading Corporate Interview

➜ Exploration - Russia´s Offshore Development

➜ David Bamford Reports

➜ Arctic Development

➜ Rosneft - Drilling 

➜ SPD - Shale Oil in the Bazenhov

➜ RPI - t.b.c.

➜ Developing Russia´s Far East

+ More



Insertion Cost  -15% -25% -30% 

Size 1 month 2-4 months 5-8 months 9-12 months
700 px x 95 px €2000 €1700 €1500 €1400  
250 px x 200 px €800 €680 €600 €560

all costs are per calendar month  

Insertion Cost  -15% -25% -35% 

Size 1-2 months 3-6 months 7-9 months 10-12 months
980 px x 113 px €1300 €1105 €975 €845  
680 px x 110 px €1000 €850 €750 €650  
240 px x 200 px €700 €595 €525 €455  
240 px x 100 px €500 €425 €375 €325

Searching for online media? Search no more!

»Online Advertising  
If you are looking for on-line awareness to the Russian and Caspian 
upstream O&G sector, www.rogtecmagazine.com will be your ideal 
digital marketing platform.

Our SEO team works hard to ensure that ROGTEC internet 
searches always hit the top spot on most search engines, and with 
around 15,000 unique visitors per month, advertisers can ensure 
they are getting maximum exposure directly to their target audience. 

ROGTEC on-line is the fastest e-platform to Russia and the 
Caspian´s upstream sector.
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» E-Newsletter Advertising  
At	ROGTEC	we	understand	the	benefits	that	on-line	
marketing can bring to companies seeking regional 
awareness. To this end, we circulate an electronic version 
of ROGTEC Magazine, in both Russian and English, to 
over 23,500 individuals twice every quarter.

ROGTEC also publishes a weekley Russian and Caspian 
e-newsletter covering all of the regional news stories 
in Russian and English from local and international 
operators and companies. The e-newsletter has an 
industry busting open rate of 9%.

Advertise with us here and reach a wide audience in their 
preferred language with your message.



» Advertising Rates

Advertising Sizes

Technical	Specifications:

ROGTEC Magazine can accept  
advertising materials in the following formats:

Adobe InDesign, Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop, Freehand,
PDF & Quark Express

Raw Materials:
Adverts can be created by ROGTEC Magazine 
from images and text supplied by the 
advertiser. Please note that all images  
should	be	300	dpi	at	final	size.

Supply of Advertisement Images:

Please note that all images supplied should be high 
quality	files	(scanning	images	from	brochures or other 
printed matter can result in poor quality reproduction).

Photographic images (pixel based) should be  
supplied at 300 dpi and saved as TIFF, JPG or PSD.  

Drawing images (vector based) should be saved as 
Illustrator, Freehand or InDesign documents.

All colours should be CMYK, pantone colours should be 
changed to process.

Ad Size: 
410 x 275mm
With Bleed: 
416 x 281mm

Ad Size: 
100 x 275mm
With Bleed: 
106 x 281mm

Ad Size: 
205 x 135mm
With Bleed: 
211 x 141mm

Ad Size: 
205 x 275mm
With Bleed: 
211 x 281mm

Ad Size: 
69 x 275mm
With Bleed: 
75 x 281mm

Ad Size: 
205 x 90mm
With Bleed: 
211 x 96mm

» Advertising	Specifications

Cost Per Instertion  -15% -25% -35% 

Position 1 2 3 4
Half Page €4000 €3400 €3000 €2600  
Single Page €7500 €6375 €5625 €4875  
Double Page €10500 €8925 €7875 €6825  

Special Positions    
Inside Front Cover Double Page €13500 €11475 €10125 €8775  
Inside Back Cover €9500 €8075 €7125 €6175  
Outside Back Cover €12000 €10200 €9000 €7800  
Contents Page €9500 €8075 €7125 €6175  
Editors Note €9500 €8075 €7125 €6175  
Logo on Spine €1500 €1275 €1125 €975  
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